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Exploration and exploitation in 

deciding what to audit



Problem Description
 Problem: Identify irregular transactions in a multi-period 

setting.

 Challenges: 

 Lots of transactions.

 There is a cost to investigating a transaction.

 Limited audit resources.

 Solution:

 Traditional: choose a random sample from the population of 
all transactions.

 Modern: use analytical (learning) models to identify suspicious 
transactions from the population of all transactions.



Statistical Model’s Challenges

 One-sided feedback – model only learns from the 

previous transactions that were identified by it as suspicious 

and were investigated.

Transaction True Nature

x-x-x Irregular

y-y-y Non-irregular

Transaction True Nature Investigate?

x-x-y Irregular Yes

z-z-z Irregular No

y-y-z Non-irregular No

z-z-y Irregular No

Previously investigated 

transactions

New unobserved

transactions



Statistical Model’s Challenges

 Unbalanced data set problem – number of irregular 

transactions is relatively small





Empirical testing
Data sets: 
1. Multinational bank credit card data

 private data set
 500,000 observations
 5,000 (1%) irregular observations
 11 variables
 observation is considered to be irregular, if the credit card was canceled by 

the bank
 credit limit is assumed to be the value of a loss, if the observation is irregular

2. U.S. census data
 public data set (used in 1999’ KDD Cup competition)
 200,000 observations
 7,881 (3.94%) irregular observations
 13 variables
 observation is considered to be irregular, if the person has a graduate degree 

(Master or PhD)
 age of the person is assumed to be the value of the potential loss



Empirical testing

 Statistical models: 

1. Logistic regression

2. Support  Vector Machines (SVM) with linear kernel (LIBSVM 

implementation)

 Number of transactions in a period: 1000

 Audit capacity: 100 (10%)



Credit Card Data Results



Census Data Results



Thank You!


